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Burgh Island Apartments, Bigbury-on-Sea

Parnacott House (M274), Holsworthy

In brief - what we offer owners
Flexibility

Clear and fair fees

It is your property - we fit in with your plans.

We charge a maximum of 21% plus VAT of the rent
paid by holidaymakers. We don’t charge ‘registration
fees’, ‘insurance fees’ or any other ‘extras’. We only
earn a fee when we generate a booking.

Performance
We generate good bookings – an average of 29
weeks or more booked for each property every year
for the last 10 years.
Avocet (L153), Bigbury-on-Sea

Early payment
We pay you in full before your guests arrive.

Income protection
We guarantee full payment for all bookings, even if
cancelled.

Protection
We hold a damages deposit, to protect you, with
every booking.
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Lew Quarry Cottage (J101), Lewdown

Free support and advice
Our team has a well-earned reputation for helpfulness
and consideration and will offer advice on everything
from development and planning to income forecasts
and interior design.

Caretaking service
If you wish, we will find you a caretaker to manage
your property.

About us
WINNER

Helpful Holidays is a family business. For 33 years
we have specialised in marketing holiday properties
throughout the West Country and we now let
around 600. Our growth has been driven mainly
by personal recommendation from our existing
owners and purchases of holiday homes by our
holidaymakers.
This year we will arrange holidays worth more than £14
million and around 100,000 holidaymakers will stay at
properties recommended by Helpful Holidays. We will secure
17,500 bookings for those properties, probably the best
performance of any equivalent sized agency in the UK. We
achieve this by offering a varied portfolio of holiday homes and
locations to suit different aspirations, interests and budgets and
we therefore welcome new owners with good properties.

The Sunday Times
Editor's Award

The Sunday Times
Travel Editor’s Award
Renting a property through Helpful is like having
it chosen by a like-minded friend. Add in good
value and excellent service and you have a simple
service done superbly well.

ful

The Help

Which? Travel Recommended Provider
of UK self-catering for three years

We have an office team of 39: many are all-rounders, others
specialise in finance, marketing and IT. But the same people who
talk to our owners and visit their properties also answer the phone to holidaymakers, informing them
and taking their bookings. We visit each property regularly and our team builds a close working
relationship with our home owners.
Our offices and telephones are open for business and bookings from 9am to 9pm,
Monday to Thursday, from 9am to 7.30pm on Friday, and 9am to 5pm on Saturday. Our
user-friendly website, www.helpfulholidays.com, processes bookings, as well as giving
full property details, pictures and live availability. Our phone lines are open 24 hours
a day, every day, for messages and brochure requests. If our home owners need help
urgently, all have my personal mobile phone number and can contact me any time.
We hope this booklet will give you a helpful introduction to our company. We’d like you to invite us
to see your property - or talk to us about your plans to buy or convert a property for holiday letting.
If you have any questions, or would like one of us to visit, please call 01647 433593 or
email help@helpfulholidays.com.

Stephen Bleach, Chief Travel Editor,
Sunday Times, 2013

team
Holidays

Helpful Holidays has proved to be a continued hit with
Which? members for three years. Its impressive customer
score and maximum five-star rating in ten out of the
thirteen feature categories shows just how well members
rate the company and the properties it offers.
Lorna Cowan, Travel Editor, Which? 2014

Best Medium Cottage/Self Catering Booking
(UK properties), Silver, British Travel Awards
Helpful Holidays is to be congratulated on their achievement in
an awards programme which garners the opinion of the nation –
these finalists and winners really are the best in travel.
Lorraine Barnes Burton, CEO, British Travel Awards, 2014

We look forward to hearing from you.

GOLD

TRUSTED MERCHANT

2015

Feefo Gold Trusted Member Award
(99% positive customer feedback in 2014)
Congratulations for all your hard work throughout 2014 which has
led to you receiving such a great and consistent Service Rating.
Andrew Mabbutt, CEO, Feefo, 2015
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Our property managers

Gill Nicholls lives in north
Cornwall and has been with
HH for 15 years

Gaby Wakley lives on
Dartmoor and has been with
HH for 19 years

Melanie Cassidy lives in the
South Hams and has been
with HH for 8 years

Bev Plunkett, who lives in
Porthleven and joined HH last
year, covers west Cornwall

Katie Treseder, from south
Cornwall, also joined the HH
Cornwall team in 2014

Pilgrim Corner (F85), Minehead

We particularly want
to thank you and every
one of your fantastic team
for the superb service you
have provided to us as
owners, and to our guests
of course, over the last few
years. I can honestly say that
Helpful Holidays is the most
professional, responsive and
friendly company I’ve ever
had the pleasure to deal with,
in any field, not just holiday
management!
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The Bothy (A

191), Manaton

Gara Rock, South Hams

Why ‘Helpful’?
“What’s helpful about you?” The answer, we think, lies in
the honest, efficient, plain-speaking, professional and caring
service we give to both holidaymakers and home owners.
When Su and Euan Bowater started the agency in 1982, they
called it ‘Found it! – The Helpful Holiday Agency’ because they’d
repeatedly experienced family holidays in awful cottages that
brochure jargon had hyped up. A company which published accurate,
fair, enlightening information on self-catering holiday homes and
backed that up with knowledgeable staff would be a winner, they
thought, and they were right.
As time passed, the ‘Helpful’ bit rightly took prominence and we
formalised the company name to Helpful Holidays. Our name is a
statement of intent that attracts thousands of customers every year.
It is also very obviously something to live up to. The feedback from
our customers seems to confirm we do, and the result is happy
holidaymakers who abundantly recommend us to friends, leading to
more bookings and pleased home owners.
Over 33 years in business, we have grown up and succeeded
because we have stuck to our core values: honesty, integrity,
attention to detail and a tell-it-like-it-is approach. We stick with
‘Helpful’, above all, because we believe we are.

Island House (S65), Golant

What type of property?
We operate right across our broad, beautiful and richly
diverse region, from Bath to Land’s End. All the holiday
homes we let are in Cornwall, Devon, Dorset or Somerset.
Our holidaymakers appreciate the wide variety of quality and
locations we offer - beach houses, manor houses, cottages of
every sort, ancient farmhouses, smart bungalows, swish sea-view
apartments, massive luxury houses and modest bolt-holes... a huge
and wonderful range. We believe ‘something for everyone’ is more
interesting than uninspiring homogeneity.
Your property need not necessarily have the ‘wow’ factor. If it is
unusual or splendidly isolated or perhaps has a beautiful view, a
brilliant garden, a swimming pool, a games room, some fishing or
fields or woodland to explore, that’s certainly an advantage. If not, it
will still be in good company in the Helpful Holidays portfolio. Vive la
différence!
Ultimately, our inspectors and property managers ask themselves,
“Is this a good place for a happy holiday?” and if the answer is
“Yes” and we think many people will want to book it, we’re keen to
welcome that property and its owner to our team. If you’re unsure
whether your property will fit in, the best thing to do is ask. We are
always happy to share our experience and you can be confident we
will give you honest, straightforward advice from the start.

The Barn (B17), Chudleigh

Helpful Holidays, you
are by far the best, most
reliable, most efficient cottage
company we’ve found. You
should be proud of yourselves
and your staff.

Seadrift (Q10), Mawgan Porth
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Morvast (S232), Rosevine

Beechlands (A211), Chagford

uth Tawton

Rock Barn (J22), So
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The whole experience
of booking our holiday has
been excellent - from the
day I phoned for a brochure
and spoke to a lovely
helpful person, to receiving a
brilliant brochure (very clear
information), to making a
booking over the phone and
exchanging emails. Thank
you for such an excellent
service.

Cullaford Cottage (A213), Scorriton

The Bathing House (L270), Ashprington

What do we offer?
We recognise there are many options available to owners for marketing holiday homes. But for an effective, efficient, caring
and good value service, we think we lead the pack. Those attributes are essential to effective marketing and securing as
many bookings as possible. Here are some additional things we think should inform your decision.

Flexibility

Guaranteed protection

We don’t forget it’s your property. For some owners, a key benefit
of owning a holiday home is being able to use it themselves or offer
it to friends. For others, maximising bookings and income from their
property is the aim. Almost all owners find pleasure in letting their
property to like-minded guests. Usually, it’s a combination of factors.
We work with all our owners to find arrangements which suit them
and us. Overwhelmingly, those who choose to work with us find
our flexibility, care, attention and consideration of their personal
circumstances are exactly what they want. Everyone is different and
we’re happy to make individual arrangements.

We guarantee you full payment for all bookings we confirm to you,
even if they are cancelled. There is no charge to you for this service.
We insure each booking at our own cost and manage cancellations.

Good performance

Fair fees

Every year, 99% of holidaymakers who return our post-holiday
questionnaires say they would recommend Helpful Holidays to
friends. On Feefo, an independent customer review system,
holidaymakers vote for us positively in droves, and between 2012 and
2014 Helpful Holidays received three consecutive Which? awards.
That’s a lot of good feedback and a great many happy holidaymakers.

We do not charge ‘extras’. No up-front registration fee for joining.
No low ‘headline’ commission rate and then lots of ‘other’ charges.
No charge for putting your property on our website or in our brochure,
supplements or our ‘DISCOVER’ magazine. No contribution to
advertising or additional cancellation cover. We get paid on results only
– our income comes entirely from the straightforward booking fee we
charge holidaymakers when we make a booking for you. That fee is a
maximum of 21% plus VAT of the total rent paid by the holidaymaker.
We’re happy to discuss the fee with home owners to suit individual
circumstances.

Because we earn holidaymakers’ trust and confidence, they choose
to book with us regularly and in great numbers and we generate
bookings for our owners at times of the year when they would
find it difficult to do so on their own. These bookings are usually at
higher rentals, even after our fee, than owners could achieve through
independent marketing.
Last year we averaged 29 weeks per property (excluding owners’
own bookings). Our marketing team has ensured that target has
been achieved or exceeded for the last 10 years. Some properties
we book for more than 45 weeks a year and a few for 52 weeks.
Repeat bookings from happy holidaymakers are key to our success
and the performance we deliver to our home owners.

Full up-front payment
We believe that you, the home owner, should be paid before your
guests arrive. On the first banking day of each month, we make
full payment to you by bank transfer (BACS, followed by written
confirmation) for bookings which start in that month.

one who will provide the level of service you require. That includes
owners who want to hand over all responsibilities associated with
holiday letting. It will be your choice whether to engage the person
we introduce. From thereon, the relationship is directly between you
and your caretaker. We believe this works best for owners (who don’t
get hit with management charges and are free to negotiate their own
rates), holidaymakers (whose local ‘human’ caretakers take pride in
their service) and us (because we introduce people who share our
customer service philosophy).

To protect your property, we take a deposit against breakages and
damage with every booking. You might think that’s a little oldfashioned, but it protects our owners’ properties from carelessness.
We manage the collection and holding of deposits and, unless you
report damage to us within the week following a booking, we return
the deposit to the holidaymaker at no cost or inconvenience to you.

Ash Park (L12

), East Prawle

Expert lettings advice
Through extensive experience, we know what holidaymakers
want. We offer free advice on rental values and the most popular
locations and on fittings, furnishings, features and facilities that
enhance marketability for holiday lets. We prepare free estimates of
a property’s letting potential, including income projections, a service
both owners and mortgage lenders value. We do not charge for any
of this advice, but we hope that if you find it useful and when your
property is ready to let, you will choose Helpful Holidays as your
agent.

Caretakers
We don’t offer a ‘full management service’. However, if you need a
caretaker or property manager we will, if you wish, introduce you to
Ash Park (L12), East Prawle
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How do we work?
Initial visit

Home Owners’ Club

Call (01647 433593) or email us (help@helpfulholidays.com) to chat
and arrange to meet one of our property managers at your holiday
home or potential purchase on a date and time which suits you for a
free, no-obligation opportunity to chat through any aspects of holiday
letting.

We will welcome you to the Helpful Holidays Home Owners’ Club.
Membership delivers a number of benefits. Chief among these
is access to special deals and discounts on goods and services
you may find useful as a holiday home owner. Club members also
receive 15% off bookings made through Helpful Holidays and 10%
off bookings with Vintage Travel (overseas villas). There are additional
offers at a range of tourist attractions throughout the West Country.
Our Home Owners’ Club newsletters keep you up to date with
member deals, as well as our bookings performance, marketing
moves and latest plans and achievements.

We will advise you on your property’s letting potential, answer
any questions you may have, share with you the benefit of our
experience and explain what’s required of owners whose properties
are registered with us.

Terms and rents
Every property is different and we will give you a personal income
assessment for your property. Its size, location, quality and the
facilities it offers will be the key factors in setting the rents at
different times of year.
After you’ve had time to consider our advice and if you decide you
would like us to act as your agent, we will ask you to agree rental
prices and sign our contract. We will then add your property to our
website and start marketing and generating bookings.
If your property is not ready for letting on our first visit, we will
suggest what you need to do to maximise bookings and income,
give you a good idea of rents obtainable and return when you tell us
you’re ready (or sooner if you want more advice) to help you through
the final stages.

Our website
We will add your property to
our website, which maintains
real-time availability and a
secure online booking system.
About 45% of our bookings come
through our website. We speak to all
holidaymakers before confirming their
bookings, most particularly to our online
customers. It allows us to find out a little
about them, and to double check they’re
going to be happy with the properties
they’ve booked.
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Database
Our website has search facilities and helpful ‘suggestion’ systems to
guide holidaymakers to properties just right for them. We try to keep
it simple, preferring to concentrate on excellent and easy-to-use
functionality and plenty of photos rather than excessive glitziness.
The evidence from our regular reviews of customers’ use of the site
seems to confirm this is effective in converting website ‘lookers’ into
bookers. We invite feedback on the website and try to implement
suggestions holidaymakers and our owners make.

We make extensive use of our customer database (several
hundreds of thousands of contacts) and it is the principal reason
we’re able to generate good bookings for our owners. The database
is comprised of people who have either booked with us or who are
known to like holidaying in the West Country. We use computer
modelling to select customers most likely to respond to each of our
marketing messages and to personalise the communications we
send to them, either by post, email, text, via Facebook or Twitter –
whichever medium we think will work best.

Pay per click (PPC)
As you’d expect, we use the Google advertising platforms to extend
our reach to those searching for holidays online. Our investment in
PPC complements bookings that come from our other advertising
and previous customers and those to whom they recommend us.

Home owner zone
We will give you access to the ‘owner zone’ of our website. This
area of our website has enhanced functions accessed via a secure
login. You can view your bookings, including those which have not
yet been confirmed, acknowledge receipt of booking confirmations,
check your income and run off statements. You can also see how
your property is performing in comparison to others in the region.
There are guidance notes and useful information on practical topics,
such as insurance, fire prevention and health and safety. Online,
you can also reserve time out for yourself at your property and keep
abreast of discounts which we offer you as a member of our Home
Owners’ Club.

Annually, we send over 300,000 pieces of direct
mail and over 5,000,000 email newsletters.
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Throughout the year, at appropriate times, we print and mail mini
brochures to promote particular aspects of our portfolio, for instance
our biggest houses, dog-friendly properties and Green Cottages.

ISSUE 02 | JANUARY

Handpicked holiday

Handpicked holiday

We print our main brochure and first mail it out in the autumn; the
deadline for inclusion is the beginning of June. For 2015 we printed
45,000 copies for distribution to targeted customers in the UK and to
overseas agents. Our colour supplements are printed in December
and March and mailed directly to 50,000 people and all those who
request a brochure.

DISCOVERDISC

2015

We will add your property to our next brochure or
supplement. Despite the great and growing importance of the
internet, we still invest in paper brochures and supplements because
we find they generate bookings, particularly ‘off-season’ bookings
and high value bookings for premium properties. We focus on
the quality and effectiveness of these publications, using the best
possible pictures and ensuring our descriptions are accurate.
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Three times each year, at peak booking times, we publish 50,000
free copies of our magazine, DISCOVER, featuring West Country
destinations and promoting our properties, and distribute it to
existing customers, potential holidaymakers and owners.
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Sponsorship

DISCOVER magazine

Discover Issue 02 January

Electricity, heating,
bed linen and
duvets included
unless stated XX
otherwise

From time to time, we run radio advertising campaigns on stations
such as Classic FM to increase public awareness of Helpful Holidays,
focussing on what we do and the quality of the properties we offer.
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Radio

We include all properties on the most important international holiday
letting sites (at no charge to owners). These include tripadvisor.co.uk,
holidaylettings.co.uk, holidaycottages.cc and homeaway.co.uk.
Bookings from these sites are channelled through Helpful Holidays in
exactly the same way as bookings from our own website.
Overseas agents in Germany, the Netherlands and the USA are
notified of the arrival of properties in our portfolio.

Price:

O

National and international distribution

We regularly advertise in national newspapers and magazines,
and receive strong editorial coverage in the national and local daily
and Sunday papers. We consistently achieve at least one piece of
editorial or reference to Helpful Holidays in a national newspaper or
magazine every week of the year. To extend our marketing reach
further, we also establish marketing associations with ‘like-minded’
companies, such as Venus Cafés, Naked Wines and Yeo Valley.

Each year we adopt a charitable cause to benefit from donations
made by Helpful Holidays, home owners and holidaymakers. In
2015, Farms for City Children will be the beneficiary; last year, we
raised over £13,000 for the Marine Conservation Society. We also
sponsor West Country events, such as Powderham Food Festival
and Devon Open Studios for artists. Since 2010 we’ve been the
main sponsor for Georgina ‘Gorgs’ Geikie, Britain’s top female pistol
shooter, and have been privileged to be involved in her participation
in the 2012 London Olympics and her preparation for the 2016
Olympic Games in Rio.

What we spend on marketing and how we spend
it is constantly reviewed by our team to ensure
we hit the booking targets our owners expect.
Huge effort goes into sophisticated research,
analysis, computer modelling and the targeting
of our marketing communication with the sole
objective of ensuring our owners receive high
levels of bookings.

WELCOME YOUR DOG
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What to expect after joining
Regular contact and familiarisation

Bookings

Before your first booking, to ensure our booking team know your
property well and can recommend it knowledgeably and honestly,
we’ll arrange for members of our team to visit. These people
become your points of contact in our booking office. The importance
to customers of being able to talk to a member of staff who has
visited a property can’t be overstated. Quite simply, it leads to
more bookings. Our visits also give you an opportunity to ask any
questions you might have.

We’ll send you written details of each confirmed booking, which is
our absolute guarantee to you of full payment even if it is cancelled.
Our booking confirmation gives the name, address and phone
number of the person making the booking, the names of all the
party and the children’s ages. It also states how many pets will
be coming (if you accept pets), any other important details, such
as whether a cot is requested, and whether the holidaymaker
has booked with Helpful Holidays before. If you’d like us to send
additional confirmations to your caretaker or anyone else (financial
details removed) that will be fine. We manage all the necessary
administration and communications and pay you at the beginning of
the month before your guests arrive.

We’ll continue to visit regularly to familiarise more of our staff, to
help with any concerns you have, to check our description and star
ratings are correct, to update photos and to let you know if there’s
anything we think needs to be done. Between regular visits, if
there’s anything you’d like to discuss or show us we’ll be very happy
to arrange an appointment.
In any case, we’ll be in touch frequently, usually by phone. It might
be to check particular details of your property for a holidaymaker or
to confirm you can take a last minute booking.

Feedback and questionnaires
We encourage and get a lot of very good feedback from
holidaymakers who have booked holidays through us. We send
you copies of feedback which relates to your property and, when
holidaymakers permit us to do so, we post it on our website.
Sometimes feedback includes suggestions, sometimes just sincere
thanks. All of it helps us and our owners to improve.
We also encourage owners to give us feedback about how bookings
went. We use that feedback to target future marketing and, again, it
assists us to improve how we market your property.
Our commitment to genuine feedback is absolute. Few businesses
can claim such a high rate of customer response and an all-but total
rate of satisfaction.
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Always a pleasure to deal
with: courteous, prompt, efficient
and knowledgeable.

They are aptly named - they
really are helpful. And they really seem
to believe in their properties and are
committed to being of service.

Helpful Holidays have been
very supportive right from the start
when we decided to let our property.
They have found people we would
never have been able to find, even if
we set up our own website.
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Pier Cottage (S213), St Mawes

Westhaven (B23), Teignmouth

What we ask of you
We hope this booklet has answered some of your questions
about our business and how we work with owners and that
you think it might be good to work with us.
Helpful Holidays is a marketing and letting agency with an excellent,
hard earned reputation. Our relationship with our property owners is
founded on mutual trust and understanding.
To avoid damage to our reputation or hiccups in our working
relationship, we make some essential demands of owners: ‘mustdos’ which we regard as key to acting properly as your agent. We
think it sensible to be up-front about these responsibilities, which
form the basis of the contract we ask all owners to sign.

• Owners working with Helpful Holidays appoint us as their sole
letting agent for the agreed period. We will not work in conjunction
with another booking agency.

• Owners must let us know when their property will not be available
to our holidaymakers. Unless you tell us otherwise, we assume
all dates are available and seek to take bookings for them. As we
confirm a booking to you, we confirm it to the booker as well, making
a contract between you both.

• Owners must ensure all the facilities in our description are there
and working for every party of holidaymakers (eg. washing machine,
dishwasher - anything you told us you would provide). If anything
differs from our published description or photos, you must tell us
immediately so we can warn holidaymakers.

• Owners must report damage to us in writing within one week of
the end of a holiday if you wish us to withhold the damages deposit.
We can contact the holidaymakers on your behalf and will do all we
can to resolve any issue. However, if a dispute arises, it must be
settled between you and the holidaymaker.

Puddaven (A205), Chagford

• Owners must co-operate with us as closely as possible over
anything that might affect our ability to generate bookings for the
property. This includes agreeing to visits (by appointment) by our
staff, and considering our recommendations for improvements to
make the property more attractive to holidaymakers.

• Owners must advise holidaymakers who booked through Helpful
Holidays and wish either to extend their stay or come again in future,
to arrange further bookings through us rather than direct with you –
otherwise we would eventually work ourselves out of business!

• Owners must agree to acknowledge our booking confirmations,

Thank you again for a
good year. The compliments from
my holidaymakers about Helpful
Holidays are outstanding, and you
send me such lovely people. I have
never regretted doing holiday lets
and, after seven years, I am still
thrilled you’re my agent.

which confirm we have made a contract between you and the
person who has booked your property, either online, by email, by
post or by phone so we know you have received them and are aware
of the bookings.

• Owners must maintain their property excellently, ensuring it is
thoroughly cleaned between each let. Our reputation depends on
it. If you’re not going to do changeovers yourself, we cannot stress
too much how important it is to engage a good caretaker who is
holidaymaker-receptive and friendly.

• Owners must always make watertight arrival and key
arrangements so that holidaymakers can gain swift access to
the property without inconvenience. Holidaymakers should
ideally be welcomed by yourself or your caretaker, or otherwise
visited or phoned soon after arrival. If holidaymakers don’t phone
your nominated contact before they arrive to confirm arrival
arrangements, it is essential that either you or your caretaker makes
contact to ensure a smooth arrival.
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Mill Street, Chagford
Devon, TQ13 8AW
Tel: 01647 433593
Fax: 01647 433694
web: www.helpfulholidays.com
email: help@helpfulholidays.com
GOLD

TRUSTED MERCHANT

WINNER

The Sunday Times
Editor's Award
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2015

Open: Mon-Thu 9am-9pm; Fri 9am-7.30pm; Sat 9am-5pm
Follow us:
© Helpful Holidays 2015

